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Climate and dispersal limitation
drive tree species range shifts
in post-glacial Europe: results
from dynamic simulations

Deborah Zani1,2*, Heike Lischke1 and Veiko Lehsten1,2,3

1Dynamic Macroecology/Land Change Science, Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and
Landscape Research WSL, Birmensdorf, Switzerland, 2Department of Physical Geography and
Ecosystem Science, Lund University, Lund, Sweden, 3Department of Natural Science, Design, and
Sustainable Development, Mid Sweden University, Östersund, Sweden
Introduction: The ability of species to colonize newly suitable habitats under

rapid climate change can be constrained by migration processes, resulting in a

shift of the leading edge lagging behind the ameliorating climate, i.e. migration

lag. The importance and extent of such migration lags during the forest

expansion after the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) are still debated. Similarly, the

relative importance of the main drivers of post-glacial vegetation dynamics

(temperature, dispersal limitation, and competition) is still discussed in

the literature.

Methods: We used the dynamic global vegetation model LPJ-GM 2.0 to

reconstruct the range shifts of 16 competing major European tree species

after the LGM (18.5 ka BP) until recent times (0 ka BP). We simulated two

dispersal modes by allowing free establishment whenever the climatic

conditions suited the species (free dispersal), or by accounting for migration

processes in the simulated vegetation dynamics (dispersal limitation). We then

calculated thermal and range shift velocities, competition at establishment,

thermal and dispersal lags for each species and dispersal mode. Finally, we

compared our simulated range shift velocities with pollen-derived

migration rates.

Results: The simulation assuming limited dispersal resulted in more accurate

migration rates as compared to pollen-derived migration rates and spreading

patterns. We found nomarkedmigration lags in the post-glacial establishment of

pioneer species (Pinus sylvestris and Betula pubescens). Under the free dispersal

mode, the remaining temperate species expanded rapidly and almost

synchronously across central Europe upon climate warming (Bølling-Allerød

interstadial). Differently, the northward spread of temperate species simulated

under dispersal limitation happened mainly during the Holocene and in

successive waves, with late spreaders (e.g. Fraxinus excelsior) experiencing

multi-millennial dispersal lags and higher competition.

Discussion: Our simulation under dispersal constraints suggests that the post-

glacial tree expansion in Europe was mainly driven by species-specific thermal

requirements and dispersal capacity, which in turn affected the order of taxa
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establishment and thus the degree of competition. Namely, taxa with less cold-

tolerance and relatively low dispersal ability experienced the highest migration

lags, whereas the establishment of pioneer species was mostly in equilibrium

with the climate.
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1 Introduction

Global change has altered biodiversity and caused the spatial

redistribution of many species in the last decades, with significant

impacts for ecosystem services and human health (Pecl et al., 2017).

Specifically, climate warming resulted in a global thermal shift

towards the poles and the summits of mountains to previously

cooler latitudes and elevations, respectively (Lenoir et al., 2020). The

majority of vascular plants in the Northern Hemisphere responded

by moving their ranges northwards and upslope following the

thermal shift (Lenoir et al., 2020). However, a number of studies

have argued that the speed at which plants are able to track their

optimal climate (range shift velocity) is overall lower than the rate of

climate change (thermal velocity) (Corlett and Westcott, 2013;

Jezkova and Wiens, 2016; Lenoir et al., 2020; Román-Palacios and

Wiens, 2020). This leads to the possibility that a number of plant

taxa may experience substantial migration lags in the future (or is

already experiencing them now). Migration lag is defined as the

delayed occupancy of a climatically suitable habitat due to the

limited dispersal capacity of a species or to other processes

impairing plant establishment (e.g. local competition) (Svenning

and Sandel, 2013). Overall, a failure to track suitable climate niches

in the absence of local adaptation is likely to result in the increasing

risk of species extinction and the loss of biodiversity (Román-

Palacios and Wiens, 2020). Furthermore, the vegetation-climate

disequilibrium driven by migration lag is expected to introduce

another source of uncertainty in model predictions under future

scenarios, for example in the projections of the terrestrial carbon

storage (Neilson et al., 2005).

The study of paleo-vegetation redistribution in response to past

climatic fluctuations can be used to gain insights into the drivers of

migration lags in range shift dynamics. While we are not expecting

exactly the same rates of vegetation change in the future, the

ecological mechanisms underlying range shift dynamics in the

past will also regulate species’ response to future climate change

(Fordham et al., 2020). Therefore, by analyzing the vegetation

response to past climatic periods that experienced similar

warming rates to forecasted temperature changes across the 21st

century we can gain insights into the processes at work and improve

our models and hence our ability to predict the effects of future

climate change. Fossil-based and general circulation model

reconstructions of the climate after the Last Glacial Maximum

(LGM; 23–19 ka BP) indicate two periods of rapid warming (~14
02
ka BP and ~12 ka BP) with thermal rates comparable to RCP 8.5

projections for the future (Renssen and Isarin, 2001; Fordham et al.,

2020). Modelling and pollen reconstructions have detected forest

expansions across the Northern Hemisphere at similar times (Cao

et al., 2019a; Cao et al., 2019b; Dallmeyer et al., 2022; Githumbi

et al., 2022). This implies that climatic conditions, and especially

temperature, had a major influence in the dynamics of the post-

glacial vegetation, thus suggesting that at least some plant species

could rapidly track the post-LGM climate change. However, the

degree of vegetation-climate equilibrium in the post-glacial forests

of the Northern Hemisphere is still debated, with studies finding

both fast (Williams et al., 2002; Ordonez and Williams, 2013) and

slow (Alsos et al., 2022) responses to post-LGM warming, or even

an ongoing disequilibrium for some contemporary tree species

distributions (Svenning and Skov, 2004; Normand et al., 2011).

Possible drivers of vegetation-climate disequilibrium in the post-

glacial forest include competition and dispersal limitation (Birks,

2019). Post-glacial competition refers to the competition for space

and resources at occupied sites and for establishment at newly

available sites after the retreat of the ice sheet and climate

amelioration. In this sense, the temporal lag between the first

arrival of a species and the subsequent population buildup and

expansion may reflect the degree of local competition, given a stable

climate niche (Lang et al., 2023). Along with competition, the

dispersal ability of plants by propagules (henceforth seeds) may

also constrain the population establishment in new areas if the

potential spreading rate is lower than the climate change velocity

(i.e. the speed of climate niche formation). Potential species-specific

spreading rates are mainly determined by the maturation age for the

production of seeds, intrinsic seed traits (e.g. germination rate and

survival), and the mechanisms of dispersal (e.g. wind, water or via

animals) that in turn define the dispersal distances (Lang

et al., 2023).

High-resolution fossil-based reconstructions and dynamic

vegetation simulations starting from the LGM can help to clarify

whether the post-glacial vegetation was in disequilibrium with

climatic conditions, as well as pointing out which plant taxa

experienced a migration lag and at which point in time. One

approach for such a reconstruction of vegetation is to use

process-based models informed and/or validated by paleo-

ecological data to disentangle the processes driving range shift

dynamics. This can be done by simulating scenarios with different

drivers and comparing their outcomes (Fordham et al., 2020).
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In the current study, we aim to understand how the post-glacial

range shifts of major European tree taxa were affected by three

drivers of interglacial vegetation change: temperature, inter-specific

plant competition and dispersal limitation. Using the LPJ-GM 2.0

model, we simulated the distribution shift of 16 tree species across

ice-free Europe from the end of the LGM to the current time (18–0

ka BP) under two alternative dispersal modes: 1) a constant

availability of seeds at all locations (free dispersal), or 2)

availability determined by seed dynamics (dispersal limitation). In

order to disentangle the effect and magnitude of each driver, we

compared 1) thermal and species range shift velocities for both

dispersal modes, 2) the year of species arrival between the two

dispersal modes (dispersal lag), and 3) the year of species arrival

against the minimum temperature year (i.e. the earliest year when

the minimum thermal requirement for establishment was satisfied)

(thermal lag). Additionally, we calculated the total leaf area index

(LAI) of local established tree species at arrival (competition).

Finally, we compared the simulated range shift velocities with the

migration rates inferred from pollen records to evaluate the

performance of the migration module of LPJ-GM 2.0.
2 Methods

2.1 Paleovegetation simulations

LPJ-GM 2.0 (Lehsten et al., 2019; Zani et al., 2022) allows

species to migrate simultaneously while interacting with each other

by coupling a dynamic migration module to the dynamic global

vegetation model LPJ-GUESS 4.0 (where LPJ-GM is short for LPJ-

GUESS-MIGRATION). The default version of LPJ-GUESS uses a

gap model approach to simulate the population dynamics

(establishment, growth and mortality) and physiological and

biogeophysical processes of plants (e.g. photosynthesis,

evapotranspiration) linked by the fluxes of water, carbon and

nitrogen in response to input climate (e.g. temperature,

precipitation, short-wave radiation) (Smith et al., 2001; Sitch

et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2014). Plant functional types (PFTs) and

species are defined by parameters based on growth form, life-history

strategy, phenology, physiology, and bioclimatic limits. The

population dynamics are simulated on an annual basis in cohorts

of interacting species contained within areas experiencing the same

climatic conditions (grid cells). Population dynamics and plant

distribution are influenced by both species-specific bioclimatic

limits for establishment and survival and competition for

resources. Competition for light and nutrients is simulated

asymmetrically based on canopy height and size of the root

system, respectively, whereas competition for water depends on

both water availability in the soil and the root fraction in each soil

layer (Gerten et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2014). The establishment of

species in the default version of LPJ-GUESS depends primarily on

the suitability of the environmental conditions as defined by

species-specific bioclimatic limits as well as light availability at the

forest floor, and assumes that seeds are available at all grid cell

patches (corresponding to the free dispersal mode in our

simulation). On the other hand, LPJ-GM 2.0 implements a
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 03
migration module so that plant establishment is directly

dependent on seed availability at the patch level (in the dispersal

limitation mode), where seed availability is simulated yearly

through three processes: (1) seed production, (2) seed dispersal

via a dispersal kernel, and (3) seed dynamics in the soil bank

(Lehsten et al., 2019; Zani et al., 2022).

We defined our simulation domain in Europe south of the ice

sheet covering northern Europe at the start of the Oldest Dryas

period (10.75° O – 26° E; 36° N – 54° N) at a resolution of 0.01

degrees and spanning from the end of the Last Glacial Maximum

(LGM; 18.5 ka BP) to the present time (0 ka BP). The temporal

domain of simulation includes the following chronozones: the Late

Holocene (4.25–0 ka BP; LH), the Middle Holocene (8.236–4.25 ka

BP; MH), the Early Holocene (11.7–8.236 ka BP; EH), the Younger

Dryas (12.9–11.7 ka BP; YD), the Late Glacial Interstadial or

Bølling-Allerød interstadial (15.0–12.9 ka BP; BA), and the Oldest

Dryas (18.5–15.0 ka BP; OD) (Walker et al., 2012) (see Table S4).

The periglacial front was determined by a time-varying 0.5-degree

land mask derived from Armstrong et al. (2019) and CRU data,

which additionally allowed to simulate a dynamic landscape with

inactive (submerged or under ice) or active (with possible

vegetation establishment and dynamics) cells. Following the

default settings of LPJ-GUESS (Smith et al., 2014), we allowed

plants to establish and grow without nitrogen (N) limitation for 100

years (18.5–18.4 ka BP) before killing all plants in order to start

plant succession from the bare soil with equilibrated N and carbon

(C) pools (initialization period). After the initialization period, we

allowed 400 years (18.4–18 ka BP; spin-up phase) of free dispersal

during which plant could establish in all grid cells with suitable

bioclimatic conditions, thus reflecting the potential distribution of

glacial refugia at the end of the LGM. We included stochastic stand-

destroying events for natural disturbances (e.g. fire) with a mean

return interval of 400 years (Pugh et al., 2019). After the spin-up

phase (18–0 ka BP), we simulated two alternative dispersal modes:

1) free dispersal (establishment following LPJ-GUESS) and 2)

dispersal limitation (establishment following the migration

module of LPJ-GM 2.0).

Our final set of simulated taxa and parameters corresponds to

the representative European species selected by Hickler et al. (2012),

with the addition of Alnus glutinosa, Acer campestris (Allen et al.,

2010) and Larix decidua (Scherstjanoi et al., 2014), resulting in a

total of 24 species and PFTs. Global model and species-specific

parameters for all simulated taxa are listed in Tables S1, S2, 3,

respectively. For further analyses, we used the 50-year averages of

simulated leaf area index (LAI) of the tree species (Table 1, column

1). The simulations were run on the Swiss and Swedish

supercomputers operated by CSCS and LUNARC.
2.2 Climate data

As climatic input for our model simulations, we used the

paleoclimatic grid developed by Armstrong et al. (2019) at a

spatial resolution of 0.5 x 0.5 degree longitude-latitude and sliced

for the years (18.5–0 ka BP) and area of the simulation domain. The

paleo-dataset was reconstructed using the HadCM3B-M2.1 coupled
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general circulation model and includes the millennial variability of

environmental conditions during the last glacial (i.e. Heinrich

Events), which has been shown to be important in determining

the vegetation change during the Last Glacial (Huntley et al., 2013).

Monthly surface air temperature, monthly precipitation, monthly

incoming shortwave energy and annual global CO2 concentrations

were used as forcing for our simulations. In order to increase the

degree of thermal variability within each 0.5 degrees cell, we applied

a 0.01 degrees elevation correction to the temperature, assuming a

temperature difference of 0.65°C per 100 m elevation difference,

which was calculated between the representative elevation for the

CRU grid cell and the elevation of the GEBCO (General

Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans) bathymetric dataset (difference

in elevation, meters) on a 30 arc-second interval grid

(GEBCO_2014 Grid, version 20150318, http://www.gebco.net).
2.3 Velocity of climate change

We calculated the velocity of climate change (VoCC) as the rate

at which the average temperature is moving through space on a

century basis. We applied the gradient-based approach using the

gVocc function implemented in the R package ‘VoCC’ (Garcıá
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 04
Molinos et al., 2019) as this function is commonly preferred to the

distance-based approach for the calculation of temperature velocity

(Loarie et al., 2009). The gradient-based VoCC is calculated in km

yr-1 as the ratio between the temporal trend of the local temperature

s (in °C yr-1), which is the slope of the linear regression of the cell-

based (local) temperature across time, and the spatial temperature

gradient g based on a 3×3 cell neighborhood (°C km-1).

ɡVoCC =
s
ɡ

(1)

For the current study, we used the 0.5 degrees mean monthly

temperatures generated by Armstrong et al. (2019) for our

simulation domain and averaged each cell on a yearly basis. Next,

we calculated gVoCC across the simulation time (18.5–0 ka BP)

with a time-step of 100 years and a threshold of 0.01 km to truncate

the spatial gradient, resulting in 185 gVoCC layers. We then located

the top four gVoCC layers with the maxima of temperature velocity

averaged across space and thus derived the time-periods (on a

century basis) of rapid warming after the LGM. Finally, we

calculated the temperature velocities of each species’ j leading

edge (gVoCCLeadj) by extracting the values of all cells contained

within the latitudinal band of the leading edge [see Eq. (4) in Sect

2.4] from each gVoCC layer. Here as well we derived the four
TABLE 1 List of simulated tree taxa with corresponding minimum temperature for establishment (Tmin_est, °C), average ( ± S.D.) total LAI of
competitors, migration rate (with residuals from pollen estimates in parenthesis, km yr-1), and chronozone of major range filling (with northern-most
arrival in square brackets, ka BP; * indicates spreading in progress) for both simulations.

Species Tmin_est

(°C)
Competitors (LAI) Migration rate (km yr-1) Range filling (ka BP)

Dispersal
mode

Free
Dispersal

Dispersal
Limitation

Free
Dispersal

Dispersal
Limitation

Free
Dispersal

Dispersal
Limitation

Acer campestre –6.4 1.93 (± 0.97) 1.19 (± 1.12) 1.8 (+0.8) 0.6 (–0.4) (E)H, BA [8.9] H [5]

Betula pendula –15.4 1.41 (± 0.73) 1.45 (± 0.79) 2.8 (+2.0) 0.6 (–0.2) BA [13.5] (E)H, BA [8]

Betula pubescens –16.8 0.93 (± 0.65) 0.81 (± 0.61) 1.1 (+0.3) 1.3 (+0.5) OD, BA [14.4] BA, EH [11.8]

Carpinus betulus –7.3 1.89 (± 0.84) 1.38 (± 0.79) 1.9 (+0.9) 0.6 (–0.4) (E)H, BA [9.2] (E)H, BA [8]

Corylus avellana –10.7 1.62 (± 0.77) 1.42 (± 0.80) 3.1 (+1.6) 0.7 (–0.8) BA, EH [13] EH, BA [9.1]

Fagus sylvatica –7.5 1.49 (± 0.73) 0.65 (± 0.97) 2.5 (+2.2) 0.3 (–0) BA, (E)H [11] H, BA [0.1*]

Fraxinus
excelsior

–10.5 1.54 (± 0.67) 1.36 (± 0.95) 3.0 (+2.5) 0.4 (–0.1) BA, EH [13.1] H, BA [0.2]

Picea abies –16.5 0.38 (± 0.43) 0.54 (± 0.62) 3.2 (+2.7) 0.6 (+0.1) OD, BA [14.8] OD, H [0.1]

Pinus sylvestris –16.8 0.38 (± 0.45) 0.31 (± 0.44) 1.6 (+0.1) 2 (+0.5) OD, BA [15] OD, BA [13.6]

Populus tremula –16.7 1.24 (± 0.78) 1.40 (± 0.88) 1.7 (+0.9) 0.5 (–0.3) BA, OD [13.9] (E)H, BA [7.8]

Quercus coccifera –0.1 0.74 (± 1.05) 0.03 (± 0.20) 0.9 (+0.4) 0.4 (–0.1) BA, EH [3.7] (E)H [2.7]

Quercus ilex –0.1 0.96 (± 1.15) 0.01 (± 0.14) 1.4 (+0.9) 0.3 (–0.2) BA, EH [5.6] (E)H [0.8]

Quercus
pubescens

–4.9 1.70 (± 1.06) 0.68 (± 1.07) 2.4 (+1.9) 0.5 (–0) (E)H, BA [8.7] H, BA [1.4]

Quercus robur –10.6 1.54 (± 0.66) 1.15 (± 1.03) 3.3 (+2.8) 0.2 (–0.3) BA, EH [13] H, BA [0.1*]

Tilia cordata –12.5 1.43 (± 0.66) 1.25 (± 1.01) 2.1 (+1.6) 0.2 (–0.3) BA, EH [13.6] H, BA [2.9]

Ulmus glabra –12.4 1.38 (± 0.62) 0.99 (± 0.57) 2.7 (+1.7) 1.1 (+0.1) BA, EH [13.6] EH, BA [9.8]
Tmin_est corresponds to the parametrized LPJ-GUESS parameter (Table S2). Pollen estimates of migration rates correspond to maxima in Huntley and Birks (1983) and Birks (2019). For the
definition of chronozones, see Table S4.
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maxima of gVoCCLeadj (gVoCCLeadmax,j) following the approach

described above.
2.4 Velocity of range shifts

The calculation of the range shift of species varies with respect

to the location of the shift (centroid of the range, leading/trailing

edges), which can then be associated to different governing

processes (Garcıá Molinos et al., 2017). For example, the shift of

the centroid distribution tracks the movement of the whole species

range occupancy and is based upon both range limits expansion/

contraction and the build-up of local populations driven by suitable

climatic conditions and competition. On the other hand, shifts of

the range edges are typically the response to changes of climatic

conditions at the extremes of the species tolerance (Garcıá Molinos

et al., 2017). Similarly, Giesecke and Brewer (2018) highlighted that

spreading rates reconstructed from pollen data may be misleading

in direction and/or magnitude if no distinction is made between

local population expansion (i.e. the build-up of a species already

present in the region) and the effective spread of the leading edge

after isothermal shifts.

In order to disentangle these processes, we calculated range shift

in two distinct ways: 1) centroid shift and 2) shift of the leading edge

at the coldest/highest latitudinal extreme. In this sense, spreading

rates [i.e. true rates of spread sensu Giesecke and Brewer (2018)]

would correspond to northward shifts of the leading edge

(northern-most occurrence) in response to the creation of new

climatically suitable habitats. The leading edge shift is thus

calculated in a latitudinal direction as it is commonly assumed

that species will follow isothermal shifts towards the north in

periods of warming (Boisvert-Marsh, 2020). On the other hand,

shifts of the centroid of the occupied range can be interpreted as a

sign of local population expansion, especially if the shift is

longitudinal (Giesecke and Brewer, 2018).

We estimated the range shifts (km yr-1) of each species j and for

each 100-year interval throughout the simulation time by dividing

the harversine distance between longitudinal-latitudinal positions at

the beginning (pt1) and end (pt2) of each consecutive time-window

by the elapsed time (100 years) (Williams and Blois, 2018).

rangeShiftj =
distHarvesine(pt1, pt2)

100   years
(2)

Centroid shifts were calculated as weighted mean centers of the

longitude and latitude for each species j, by separately multiplying

the coordinates of each simulated cell x (lonx and latx) by the weight

of that cell (wgtj,x), summing over all cells (of total amount X), and

dividing by the sum of all weights:

wgtCentroidLonj =
oX

x=1lonx � wgtj,x

oX
x=1wgtj,x

(3)

with weights wgtj,x being the LAI of species j at the simulated

cell x, which were scaled to the climatic grid by aggregating values

from 0.01 to 0.5 degrees longitude/latitude cells; and accordingly for

latitude. Additionally, we estimated the direction of the centroid
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shifts by calculating the angle between the coordinate positions of

consecutive time-windows using the R package ‘geosphere’. The

comparison of centroid shifts between the two dispersal simulations

may highlight possible delays in the filling of the potential niche

following temperature rises.

Next, latitudes of the leading edges were calculated as the

weighted maximum latitudinal presence (LAI>0.01) of each

longitudinal band (0.5 degrees) and for each species j:

wgtLeadLatj =
oX

x=1max (latx)� wgtj,x

oX
x=1wgtj,x

(4)

with weights wgtj,x being the LAI of species j at the simulated

longitudinal band x. As we considered only latitudinal shifts, the

longitude of the leading edge was fixed in the middle of our

simulation domain. Furthermore, we assigned negative values to

southward movements, i.e. when wgtLeadLatj decreased between

two consecutive time-windows, so to include the direction of

species’ range shifts.

In order to evaluate whether the simulation involving dispersal

limitation better represents the observed paleo-records of species

distribution than the simulation assuming unlimited (free) dispersal,

we compared our model-derived maxima of leading edge velocities

(i.e. migration rates) with the pollen-based estimates of maximum

rates of spread as derived by Huntley and Birks (1983):

D% =
maxRangeShiftLeadj,free=lim −maxRangeShiftj,pollen

maxRangeShiftj,pollen
� 100 (5)

where D% is the percentage difference. The maxima of species-

specific velocities for the leading edge shifts in the free dispersal

(maxRangeShiftLeadj,free) and dispersal limitation simulation

(maxRangeShiftLeadj,lim) were located following the same

approach as for the calculation of thermal peaks (see Sect 2.3).

We additionally calculated the difference between the

maximum velocities of warming (gVoCCLeadmax,j; see Sect. 2.3)

and the range shift velocity at the corresponding time-point for

both dispersal modes. Higher differences between the speed of

climate amelioration and range expansion would indicate a higher

potential for migration lags in species j.
2.5 Earliest post-glacial establishment,
dispersal lag, thermal lag, and competition

The year of arrival (i.e. earliest post-glacial establishment) for

each species j was defined as the first year after 18 ka BP when the

LAI of the simulated species exceeded 0.01 within the grid cell (0.01

degrees resolution) and each 100 years. Next, we calculated the

difference of the years of arrival between the simulations

(arrivalj,free − arrivalj,lim at each cell) to highlight areas of possible

dispersal lag for a species’ expansion. Here we assume that any

difference in establishment between the two simulations may be

caused by the limited dispersal capacity of a species (dispersal lag).

Next, we calculated the average of the year of arrival across each

0.5 degrees latitudinal band of the simulation domain and found the

year of arrival at the northern-most latitude for each species and
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dispersal mode. We fitted a simple polynomial function with a cubic

term to the latitude of first arrival vs. time (rescaling the time to 100

years windows). The fitting was repeated separately for three major

chronozones within the simulation time: Oldest Dryas (18–15 ka

BP), Late Glacial Interstadial (15–12.9 ka BP) and Holocene (11.7–0

ka BP). In this sense, a positive slope in the regression fitting would

indicate an ongoing species expansion. Along with the spatial

patterns of earliest establishment, the years of arrival at the

periglacial front (our northern-most region) can be compared to

the expansion reconstructed from pollen data and genetic studies

(Giesecke and Brewer, 2018) to verify how well our model

simulations (and in particular our different dispersal modes) can

(better) approximate the post-glacial spread of major European

tree taxa.

We further calculated the earliest time at which the species-

specific temperature for establishment was reached (minimum

temperature year, tTmin_est,j), which correspond to the first year

after 18 ka BP (in a time-window of 100 years) when the minimum

temperature for establishment of species j (as defined in the LPJ-

GUESS bioclimatic limits; Table S2) is reached at the cell level.

Thermal lag was then defined as the difference between the

minimum temperature year and the year of arrival as simulated

by both dispersal modes (tTmin _ est − arrivalj,free=lim). Other limiting

factors can affect the establishment of species in LPJ-GUESS (e.g.

gdd5_est in Table S2), although they are highly correlated with

minimum temperature for establishment. Thus, this approach

assumes that tTmin_est,j roughly represents a species’ potential

distribution as tree species establishment in post-glacial periods is

mostly driven by thermal minima (Lang et al., 2023). In this sense,

thermal lags would also reflect the delayed occupancy of a

climatically suitable habitat due to competition and the limited

dispersal capacity of species j (in the case of dispersal limitation), i.e.

thermal lag≈migration lag. To decompose the drivers of migration

lag (competition and dispersal capacity), we further calculated a

proxy of competition at the point of establishment (arrivalj,free=lim)

by summing the LAI of all non-grass species for each cell across the

simulation domain. Thus, we expect that the spatial distribution of

competitors would resemble the pattern of thermal lag in the case of

species mostly constrained by competition in their post-glacial

establishment. On the other hand, we should observe a similarity

between thermal and dispersal lags when the species’ spread is

mainly constrained by a limited dispersal capacity.
3 Results

The climate change velocity calculated from our input

temperature (gVoCC) peaked at two points, namely at the start of

the Bølling-Allerød warming event (P-BA≈14.5 ka BP) and at the

end of the cold spell of the Younger Dryas (P-YD≈11.5 ka BP)

(Figure 1B). At P-BA and P-YD, gVoCC reached up to 5 km yr-1

and 4 km yr-1 in north-west Europe, respectively, with the slowest

climate change happening across mountainous chains, i.e. the Alps,

Carpathians and Pyrenees (Figure 1C).

We observe a temporal variation in the range shift velocity of

leading edges (and centroids), with velocities peaking around
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warming periods and range contracting with negative values (or

shifting southward) during the cold YD (Figures S1, S2).

Specifically, the maxima of range shift velocity under free

dispersal are recorded during P-BA or P-YD, with the exception

of Pinus sylvestris, which expands rapidly during the Oldest Dryas

(OD; ~17 ka BP) (Figures 1, S1, S2). On the other hand, species

simulated under dispersal limitation tend to reach high leading edge

velocities (or northward direction in centroid shifts) with a delay

after P-BA and P-YD (i.e. across the Holocene), except for boreal

(e.g. Betula spp., Pinus sylvestris) and Mediterranean (the evergreen

Quercus spp.) taxa, which respond rapidly (and northward) to

warming (Figures 1, S1, S2). Most of the remaining species

simulated under dispersal limitation respond to the two rapid

warming events by local population build-up (mostly westward;

Figure S2B).

When compared to the thermal velocities at their maxima (P-

BA and P-YD), many species expanding in the free dispersal

simulation manage to track rapid climate shifts, either during P-

BA (e.g. Tilia cordata, Ulmus glabra) or P-YD (e.g. Acer campestre,

Fagus sylvatica, Carpinus betulus, Corylus avellana) (Figure 2A),

with boreal species’ (e.g. Pinus sylvestris) spread peaking before at

OD (Figure S1). Contrary to this, migration speed within the

simulation taking dispersal limitation into account is always

exceeded by thermal velocities by ~2–4 km yr-1 (Figure 2A).

Compared to pollen-derived values, the simulation with free

dispersal mode generates strong overestimations of the maxima of

range shift velocities, with Fagus sylvatica being ~7.5 times faster

than expected by paleo-records, whereas Betula pubescens and

Pinus sylvestris have smaller deviations (D% ≈ +35% and +5%,

respectively) (Figure 2B). For the dispersal limitation simulation,

the maxima of migration speeds are overall close to (e.g. –3% for

Quercus pubescens) or slightly lower than estimates from paleo-

records, with the lowest being –52% for Corylus avellana and

Quercus robur (Figure 2B). On average, the magnitude of

underestimations (–17%) for the simulation with dispersal

limitation is lower than the overestimations under free dispersal

(+259%) (Figure 2B).

The spatial distribution of post-glacial arrival time shows a

northward expansion for the simulations with dispersal limitation

(Figure 3B). Pinus sylvestris, and to a lesser degree Betula pubescens,

are the only species that manage to occupy most of their range by

the end of the first warming period (BA) (Figures 3B, S3; Table 1).

The remaining species simulated under dispersal limitation

complete their range filling either by the end of the Early to Mid-

Holocene (Ulmus glabra, Corylus avellana, Carpinus betulus, Betula

pendula, Populus tremula) or predominantly over the Mid- to Late

Holocene (Figures 3B, S3; Table 1). On the other hand, most of the

species simulated under free dispersal manage to complete their

range expansion across the BA or at the latest during the Early

Holocene, with Pinus sylvestris, Picea abies and Betula pubescens

expanding even during the OD (Figure 3A; Table 1). Interestingly,

Fagus sylvatica and Quercus robur are still in the process of filling

their potential range by the end of the simulation time (0 ka BP)

when simulated under dispersal limitation (Figures 3B, S3; Table 1).

In the case of Mediterranean taxa (i.e. the evergreen Quercus spp.),

the potential climate niche is not fully occupied under dispersal
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limitation by the end of the simulation (cf. Figure 3 with Figure S4).

Comparing the two dispersal modes, dispersal lag occurs across the

Holocene for most of the species (cf. Figure 4 with Figure S1B).

However, we do not observe any multi-millennial dispersal lag for

Pinus sylvestris (Figure 4), which is the only species that manages to

complete range filling before the start of the Holocene. On the other

hand, species with a predominant Mid- to Late Holocene expansion

have substantial dispersal lags (>5,000 years), while Early to Mid-

Holocene spreaders (Betula pubescens, Carpinus betulus, Corylus

avellana and Ulmus glabra) experience dispersal lags of a lesser

magnitude (<5,000 years) in the area of central Europe located

north of the Alps (Figure 4). The delays in northward arrival for the

dispersal limitation mode are in the order of 2,000–6,000 years, with
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the highest being ~15,000 years in the case of Picea abies, which

reaches its highest latitudes at the start of BA (~15 ka BP; Figure S3;

Table 1) under free dispersal but keeps expanding until the Late

Holocene (0.1 ka BP) in the case of dispersal limitation

(Figures 3B, S3).

Under the free dispersal mode, we found no multi-millennial

thermal lag across the whole post-glacial range of Picea abies and

Pinus sylvestris, whereas the remaining species experience multi-

millennial (up to 5,000 years) thermal lags only in the central and

western regions of Europe (Figure 5). On the other hand, we

observe substantial thermal lags (>5,000 years) for all species

simulated under dispersal limitation, with the exception of Pinus

sylvestris, and to a lesser degree Betula pubescens, Carpinus betulus
A

B

C

FIGURE 1

Post-glacial temperature anomaly and velocity in periglacial Europe. (A) Average of temperature anomalies reconstructed from the aggregated mean
yearly temperature extracted from Armstrong et al. (2019). Shaded areas indicate the Bølling-Allerød warming event (BA, 14.8–12.8 ka BP; light red)
and the cold spell of the Younger Dryas (YD, 12.8–11.7 ka BP; light blue). (B) Average ( ± S.D. as shaded areas) of gradient-based temperature
velocities (gVoCC) as calculated in Sect. 2.3. Maxima of temperature velocities (peaks, P) are indicated by vertical grey bands (P-BA=14.7 ka BP; P-
YD=11.7 ka BP). (C) Spatial representation of climate change velocity (gVoCC) at the two thermal peaks (P-BA and P-YD).
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and Ulmus glabra (Figure 5). In the case of dispersal limitation, the

spatial pattern of thermal lags differs among species, where lags are

higher in areas of Holocene establishment, thus resembling the

species-specific patterns of dispersal lags (cf. Figure 4).

Competition at establishment is overall higher under the free

dispersal mode (Table 1), with the exception of Picea abies and
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Pinus sylvestris (Figure 6). The highest degree of competition

(LAI>2) is observed across most of the range of Acer campestre,

Carpinus betulus, Quercus pubescens and the evergreen Quercus

spp.; all these species are late to expand under free dispersal (mostly

during the Mid-Holocene) (Figure 3A). For the remaining species,

we found higher competition in Western Europe (Figure 6). The
A

B

FIGURE 2

(A) Difference of thermal and range shift velocities at the leading edge (km yr-1) at points of maxima (P-BA and P-YD) and (B) error (percentage
difference, D%) against pollen-derived estimates of maximum migration rate (leading edge) under free dispersal (yellow) and dispersal limitation
(green). (B) Years of recorded maxima (ka BP) are reported on the right for each species and colored according to dispersal mode. (A) For the
calculation of the maxima of thermal velocity (gVoCCLeadmax,j) and range shift velocity (maxRangeShiftLeadj) see Sect 2.3 and Sect 2.4, respectively.
(B) For the calculation of percentage difference see Sect 2.4.
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longitudinal gradient of the degree of competition and of thermal

lag is similar under free dispersal. In the case of dispersal limitation,

the overall competition at establishment is lower (Table 1), and

especially for Pinus sylvestris, Betula pubescens, Ulmus glabra, and
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Picea abies, with competition being more abundant in pre-

Holocene (OD) areas of establishment (cf. Figure 6 with

Figure 3). Instead, most of the remaining species experience

higher competition at establishment across the Holocene,
A

B

FIGURE 3

Post-glacial years of arrival under (A) the free dispersal and (B) the dispersal limitation mode are classified according to the following chronozones:
the Oldest Dryas (18.5–15.0 ka BP; OD), the Bølling-Allerød interstadial (15.0–12.9 ka BP; BA), the Younger Dryas (12.9–11.7 ka BP; YD), the Early
Holocene (11.7–8.236 ka BP; EH), the Middle Holocene (8.236–4.25 ka BP; MH), and Late Holocene (4.25 ka BP–0 ka BP; LH). White areas
correspond to the unoccupied species range. For this visualization, we applied a nearest neighbor interpolation to the sampled grid cells in the
simulation domain and a land mask following the current European coastline.
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especially during the Mid- and Late Holocene (e.g. Acer campestre,

Fagus sylvatica, Fraxinus excelsior, the deciduous Quercus spp.) (cf.

Figure 6 with Figure 3).
4 Discussion

Our study shows that the post-glacial northward spread of most

tree taxa was not constant over time but peaked around two periods

of rapid warming, P-BA and P-YD (Figures S1, S2), which are in

agreement with recent paleo-climatic reconstructions [cf. our

Figure 1A with Figure 2 in Osman et al. (2021)]. This indicates

that species responded to climate amelioration by tracking a mostly

northward isothermal shift, though with speeds of different

magnitude depending on the simulated dispersal model and

species-specific factors (thermal requirement, competition,

dispersal ability).

Comparisons with pollen estimates of migration rates (Figure 2)

and patterns of thermal lags (Figure 5) seem to suggest a marked

delay in the post-glacial range expansion of most tree species (i.e.

migration lag), which our dispersal limitation mode could

reasonably capture (Figure 2B). Nevertheless, we observed some

taxa with relatively low dispersal (Figure 4) and thermal (Figure 5)
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lags, indicating that these species did not lag much behind their

favorable climate after the onset of the interglacial phase, i.e. Pinus

sylvestris and, to a lesser degree, Betula pubescens. Interestingly,

both species are classified as protocratic taxa according to pollen

reconstructions of interglacial vegetation dynamics (Giesecke et al.,

2017; Lang et al., 2023). The protocratic stage is defined as the initial

phase after the ice sheet retreat when pioneer species colonized the

newly emptied habitats and the tundra-steppe of northern Europe

(Lang et al., 2023). As shown by pollen reconstructions (Giesecke

et al., 2017) supported by genetic analysis (Cheddadi et al., 2006),

Pinus sylvestris and Betula pubescens covered a large and continuous

area in periglacial Europe even during the cold OD, with northern

and formerly glaciated areas being occupied at later periods (EH or

MH). Rates of spread were relatively high, in the order of 1–1.5 km

yr-1 (Huntley and Birks, 1983; Giesecke and Brewer, 2018; Lang

et al., 2023), which is compatible with our simulated values for both

dispersal modes (Figure 2). This early and fast northward migration

was likely determined by a large spreading front before the rapid BA

warming (OD range) and by some characteristic traits of pioneer

taxa: thermal tolerance to low temperatures (down to -16.8 °C to

start establishment; Table 1), fast maturation and growth rate, and

an efficient dispersal mechanism, which are reflected by our

migration parameters (e.g. very high fecundity for Betula spp.,
FIGURE 4

Dispersal lags as represented by the temporal delay (in years) between the year of arrival under free dispersal (Figure 5A) and dispersal
limitation (Figure 5A).
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high germination rate for Pinus sylvestris, and long-tailed kernels

for both taxa) (Table S3).

Interestingly, we observed the highest difference in northern-

most arrival between the dispersal modes (15,000 years of delay

under dispersal limitation; Figure S3) for another cold-tolerant

species that shares the same OD range of Pinus sylvestris and
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Betula pubescens, i.e. Picea abies. Here the free dispersal

simulation predicted a complete range filling before the start of

the Holocene, thus classifying Picea abies as a protocratic taxon.

Instead, in the case of dispersal limitation, the expansion of Picea

abies during the BA was limited compared to Pinus sylvestris, but

continued steadily through the YD and until the LH (Figure 3B).
A

B

FIGURE 5

Thermal lags for (A) the free dispersal and (B) the dispersal limitation simulations. Thermal lag is the temporal delay between the earliest time at
which the species-specific minimum temperature for establishment was reached (Figure S4) and the post-glacial year of arrival of the
species (Figure 3).
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This delayed expansion is confirmed by pollen reconstructions

(Giesecke et al., 2017; Lang et al., 2023), including the

uninterrupted spread through the cold spell of the YD (Latałowa

and van der Knaap, 2006), which is attributed to a high cold

tolerance. Compared to pollen reconstructions (Giesecke et al.,

2017; Giesecke and Brewer, 2018), the dispersal limitation mode

managed also to capture the prevalent east-west spread of Picea
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 12
abies across the LH (Figures 3B, S2). Here simulated migration rates

are close to estimates of spreading rates from fossil records, i.e. in

the order of 0.25–0.5 km yr-1 (Huntley and Birks, 1983; Lang et al.,

2023), which is far lower (1/3) than values for Pinus sylvestris

(Table 1). As the patterns of thermal and dispersal lags of Picea

abies are almost the same (cf. Figure 5B with Figure 4) and

competition at establishment is quite low (Figure 6B), we can
A

B

FIGURE 6

Total LAI of established trees at arrival (Figure 3) for (A) the free dispersal and (B) the dispersal limitation mode.
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conclude that the species lagged behind its potential niche by

multiple millennia due to a limited dispersal capacity and in spite

of a relatively low thermal requirement.

The simulation with free dispersal predicted an almost

synchronous expansion over the BA and EH for the remaining

non-boreal taxa (Figure 3A). In this case, species’ spread was mainly

driven by the minimum thermal requirement and constrained by

competition (cf. Figure 5A with Figure 6A). That is, species with low

thermal requirements managed to complete range filling by the BA/

EH and avoided the higher MH/LH competition of less cold

tolerant species (e.g. Acer campestre, Fraxinus excelsior, Quercus

pubescens in Figure 6A). Overall, the simulated spread of non-

protocratic taxa was closer to estimates based on pollen data with

the dispersal limitation mode (Figure 2B), especially when we

compare the order of simulated species expansion with the order

of tree succession during interglacial stages derived from fossil

records. Under the simulation with dispersal limitation, the first

group of deciduous trees to spread throughout the open woodland

of birch and pine included Ulmus glabra and Corylus avellana, and

later Carpinus betulus (Figure 3B). This is in agreement with pollen

reconstructions (Giesecke and Brewer, 2018). Isopollen maps

(Giesecke et al., 2017; Giesecke and Brewer, 2018; Lang et al.,

2023) highlight a rapid population expansion around 11 ka BP with

high spreading rates (~1.5, 1 and 0.5 km yr–1 for Corylus avellana,

Ulmus glabra and Carpinus betulus, respectively) (Huntley and

Birks, 1983) and a westward direction (with the slower Carpinus

betulus being a late-successional tree in north-eastern Europe) (cf.

Figure 3B). Additionally, the centroid shifts of Corylus avellana

under dispersal limitation (Figure S2B) agrees with the study by

Giesecke and Brewer (2018), where the sudden pollen increase of

this species around 10.5 ka BP is interpreted as a population

expansion controlled by the climate (post-YD warming) more

than an effective spread of the leading edge. For these first

deciduous colonizers, the relatively low migration lags were

driven mainly by their dispersal capacity (cf. Figure 4 with

Figure 5B). The high spreading rates (~0.5–1 km yr-1) were likely

possible due to species-specific dispersal characteristics, such as

high seed production (Ulmus glabra and Carpinus betulus) and

early maturation (Corylus avellana) (Table S3), and to a lack of

strong competition (Figure 6B) from the pioneer species pine and

birch (Figure S5).

The last expansion wave of deciduous trees simulated under

dispersal limitation included Tilia cordata, Acer campestre, Fraxinus

excelsior, the deciduous Quercus spp. and Fagus sylvatica (Table 1

and Figure 3B). According to pollen reconstruction (Giesecke et al.,

2017; Giesecke and Brewer, 2018), the range filling of Tilia cordata

in central Europe occurred mainly across the EH and MH with a

relatively fast pacing (in the order of 0.1-0.8 km yr-1) (Giesecke

et al., 2017). However, northern limits were reached only by the LH

and at a lower rate, indicating that the spreading front was possibly

constrained by temperature (cooling) or increased competition

(Lang et al., 2023). This is mostly in agreement with our

simulated spread under dispersal limitation, although the

occupancy of the area north of the Alps is delayed compared to

pollen reconstruction (LH instead of MH) (Figure 3B). Similarly,

the dispersal limitation mode could reasonably reproduce the
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pollen-derived spreading patterns of Acer campestre (Lang et al.,

2023) until the contemporary distribution (i.e., excluding most of

the Iberian peninsula, contrary to the free dispersal simulation)

(Figure 3B). In this case, Acer campestre spreads northward from its

glacial refugia in the Balkans and southern Italy mostly during the

EH and MH, and later north-west across the LH at a moderate

speed (0.2-0.5 km yr-1; Figure S2). For both species, we observed a

marked migration lag (Figure 5B), which was primarily driven by a

relatively low dispersal capacity due to slow maturation (Acer

campestre) or low fecundity (Tilia cordata) (cf. Figure 4 with

Figure 5B), and by competition from faster spreading and already

established taxa (Figures 6B, Figure S5).

For the remaining temperate deciduous species, neither of our

dispersal modes reasonably replicated pollen data, with free dispersal

yielding an excessively fast spread (Figure 2B), whereas the dispersal

limitation simulation resulted in a delayed range filling (Figure 3B).

For example, the northward expansion of Fraxinus excelsior under

dispersal limitation occurred mainly during the LH after a population

build-up in the EH/MH (Figure S2B), while pollen reconstructions

highlight a rapid spread during the EH (0.1-0.5 km yr-1) and an

almost complete range filling by the MH (Lang et al., 2023). In the

case of Fagus sylvatica andQuercus robur, we observed an even larger

underestimation of the contemporary distribution, to the point that

the species are still in the process of expanding by the end of the

simulation (Figure S3). Though both genetic (Petit et al., 2002) and

pollen (Huntley and Birks, 1983; Giesecke et al., 2017) evidences

indicate an EH spread throughout central Europe in the order of 0.5

km yr–1, our simulated Quercus robur experienced a far slower

northern shift (0.2 km yr–1) starting from the MH and following a

post-YD population build-up (Figure S2B). Similarly, paleobotanical

and genetic studies of Fagus sylvatica (Magri et al., 2006; Magri, 2008)

show a northward spread (mostly over the Alps) starting from the

MH. Although the timing is compatible with our simulation under

dispersal limitation (Figure 3B), pollen estimates from the northward

expansion indicate rates of 0.4 km yr–1, which is far higher than our

simulated 0.15 km yr–1 across the Holocene (Figure S1B). The

analysis of the range expansion for the centroid (Figure S2B)

suggests that the population build-up of the simulated Fagus

sylvatica was rather slow across the Holocene and, thus, delayed

the expansion of the leading edge. On the other hand, the pollen-

derived migration rates and current distribution of the semi-

Mediterranean Quercus pubescens in Europe (Lang et al., 2023) are

closer to the establishment pattern simulated under dispersal

limitation (Figure 3B), while free dispersal overestimates its

contemporary range (Figure 3A). Similarly, the two Mediterranean

evergreen Quercus spp. show a larger distribution range by the end of

the simulation under free dispersal than currently observed (Lang

et al., 2023). For example, fossil records suggest that Quercus ilex

stopped or significantly slowed down its expansion in the Iberian

peninsula across the MH/LH due to aridification (Lang et al., 2023),

whereas free dispersal simulated a complete range filling for this

region by the BA/EH (Figure 3A). Conversely, the dispersal limitation

mode missed the Iberian expansion altogether (Figure 3B).

The delayed range expansion or incomplete range filling in the

simulation with dispersal limitation suggest that these species first

needed to grow in abundance at a site before effectively spreading
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beyond their range (cf. Figure S1B with Figure S2B), which might

have considerably slowed-down the migration process. Beside

intrinsic low growth (and dispersal ability; discussed above), slow

population build-up (and spread) in our model framework may be

caused by (1) sub-optimal climate, (2) strong competition, and/or

(3) topographic barriers to dispersal.
Fron
• (1a) A cooler climatic input than historical records, or (1b) an

incorrectly parametrized climatic niche might have caused

a sub-optimal growth and hence a delayed spread. For

instance, our climate input (Figure 1) does not include the

mid-Holocene global warming (ca. +0.5°C) known as

Holocene Thermal Maximum (Liu et al., 2014), which

might have accelerated the spread of warmth-demanding

species such as Fagus sylvatica. (1b) Additionally, an

incorrect parametrization of the bioclimatic limits might

have made the simulated species more warmth-demanding

(or less drought tolerant) and restricted their potential

establishment (e.g. Quercus ilex in Figure 3). Indeed, it is

possible that after millennia of extreme cold (LGM) and

fluctuating temperatures species might have adapted a

wider climatic niche and specifically a higher tolerance to

cold temperatures (Liu et al., 2020; Bennett et al., 2021). In

our study, we used static parameters to define species’

climatic niches (Table S2), and derived values according

to contemporary distributions, which, as we have seen in

the case of some taxa, may not be in equilibrium with the

climate. As the model used in this study does not include

the concept of niche evolution, we suggest to parametrize

bioclimatic limits based on paleo-environmental conditions

at points of low climate-vegetation disequilibrium (i.e. not

during P-BA and P-YD).

• (2) Competition under dispersal limitation might have

affected in particular LH spreaders, which include all of

the tree species with a delayed spread. Although we

observed higher competitive pressure under free dispersal

(Figure 6), the establishment and spread of species

simulated under the dispersal limitation mode are more

susceptible to competition due to delayed growth and hence

seed production, and the potential loss of a spreading

source by local die-out. (2a) It should also be noted that

the parametrization procedure of the migration module

assumed an ideal simulation domain with optimal climate

and the early-successional Betula pendula as the sole

competitor (Zani et al., 2022). Thus, the fitted migration

rates are rather conservative estimates and expected to

decrease under less ideal conditions as, for instance, the

rapidly changing paleo-climate and multiple competitors

used in this study. In this sense, a re-fit of the dispersal

parameters with multiple and/or stronger competitors than

Betula pendula (Figure S5) may yield higher spreading rates

across the MH/LH. (2b) A missing driver of post-glacial

vegetation dynamic might have also impacted the degree of

competition for some LH spreaders. A likely candidate is

the anthropogenic impact on European forests after the
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Neolithic Revolution (>7–6 ka BP) (Bocquet-Appel, 2011)

either by landscape clearance or tree planting for cultivation

(Kalis et al., 2003; Nascimento et al., 2022). Species

positively affected by human activities include the

deciduous Quercus spp. (used as staple food or for wood

constructions) and Fagus sylvatica (favored by climate

amelioration and landscape clearance of disturbance-

sensitive competitors, such as Abies alba and Tilia in

southern and central Europe and Picea in southern

Scandinavia) (Tinner and Lotter, 2006; López-Merino

et al., 2008; Valsecchi et al., 2008; Lang et al., 2023).

• (3) Finally, we observed a similar bias in the spatial pattern of

post-glacial establishment for some species under dispersal

limitation, i.e. a consistent delayed establishment in the area

north of the Alps, or, in an extreme case, a failure to move

beyond the mountains for Quercus robur or Fagus sylvatica

(Figure 3B). This suggests that the Alps acted as a dispersal

barrier in our dispersal limitation mode. Contrary to this,

paleobotanical and genetic studies (Magri et al., 2006;

Magri, 2008) show that a number of species (e.g. Fagus

sylvatica) managed to survive the coldest and driest periods

of the OD at mid-elevations in the Alps, where

environmental conditions were not too severe (Lang

et al., 2023). This failure to establish and/or cross over the

Alps in our simulation with dispersal limitation may likely

explain the low spreading rates and range filling for some

species, and especially for Quercus robur and Fagus

sylvatica. Although we provided corridors to allow for

migration across the Alps in our simulation domain, it is

possible that the spatial resolution was still too coarse or

(1b) the bioclimatic limits were not adequately

parametrized to capture the microclimate that would have

enabled the species to cross the Alps or to establish and

persist in glacial refugia.
5 Conclusions

Our study demonstrates that the post-glacial forest of Europe

experienced multi-millennial lags in the response to rapid warming,

and that this climate-vegetation disequilibrium can be captured by a

model implementing spatially-explicit migration dynamics.

However, not all post-glacial expanding species experienced

substantial migration lags. Migration lags had higher magnitude

for less cold-tolerant (or warmth-demanding) tree taxa with a

relatively low dispersal ability (e.g. low seed production and/or

slow growth). On the other hand, tree taxa with pioneer

characteristics (e.g. cold tolerance and high dispersal rates and

seed production in Pinus sylvestris) experienced almost no

migration lag. The mismatch between the appearance of suitable

habitats and range filling has already been observed not only in

post-glacial periods (Herzschuh et al., 2016; Talluto et al., 2017;

Rumpf et al., 2019) but also in recent decades for a number of

species (Lenoir et al., 2020), and especially in northern edge limits
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and ecotone transitions (Vissault et al., 2020; Boisvert-Marsh et al.,

2022). Thus, the inclusion of dispersal limitation and migration

constraints in vegetation models would likely improve the

prediction of tree range shifts in the future.
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